The multiscale gap-tooth scheme uses a given microscale simulator of complicated physical processes to enable macroscale simulations by computing only only small sparse patches. This article develops the gap-tooth scheme to the case of nonlinear microscale simulations of thin fluid flow. The microscale simulator is derived by artificially assuming the fluid film flow having two artificial layers but no distinguishing physical feature. Centre manifold theory assures that there exists a slow manifold in the two-layer fluid film flow. Eigenvalue analysis confirms the stability of the microscale simulator. This article uses the gap-tooth scheme to simulate the two-layer fluid film flow. Coupling conditions are developed by approximating the values at the edges of patches by neighbouring macroscale values. Numerical eigenvalue analysis suggests that the gap-tooth scheme with the developed two-layer microscale simulator empowers feasible computation of large scale simulations of fluid film flows. We also implement numerical simulations of the fluid film flow by the gap-tooth scheme. Comparison between a gap-tooth simulation and a microscale simulation over the whole domain demonstrates that the gap-tooth scheme feasibly computes fluid film flow dynamics with computational savings.
1 Introduction
Mathematical equations describing geophysical fluid dynamics are typically written at the macroscale of kilometres. But the underlying turbulent flow and physics is best understood at the very much finer 'microscale' sub-metre scale. We aim to empower scientists and engineers to use brief bursts of a given microscale simulator of wave-like dynamics on small patches of the space-time domain in order to make efficient and accurate macroscale simulations without ever knowing a macroscale closure. Our modelling further develops the equation-free gap-tooth scheme to empower novel simulation of wave-like systems over large time and space scales from a given microscopic simulator. Previously most multiscale modelling techniques have been developed for dissipative systems (E & Engquist 2003 , Roberts & Kevrekidis 2005 , Hou et al. 2008 .
We suppose that the wave-like microscale simulator is computationally expensive so that only small time and spatial domain simulations are feasible: one example of future interest is direct numerical simulation of depth resolved turbulent fluid floods. The aim is for the microscale simulator to provide the necessary data for the macroscopic computation, so that whenever the microscale simulator improves, then the overall macroscale simulation will correspondingly improve. Cao & Roberts (2013) initiated the application of the gap-tooth scheme to linear wave equations with weak dissipation. Cao & Roberts (2014) then developed and theoretically supported the gap-tooth method for more general dispersive and nonlinear wave-like systems, and as an indicative application and test, applied the methodology to a Smagorinski model of turbulent shallow water flow. The generic key is to use polynomial interpolation of macroscale quantities, across the unsimulated gap between patches, to provide coupling conditions on macroscale quantities on the edges of each patch of the microsimulator. However, in most applications the microscale simulator will have many internal modes. When there are such internal modes in the gap-tooth simulation, an outstanding issue is that at each time step we need to 'lift' the macroscale coupling data to an appropriate microscale configuration. As a first attempt to address this issue of lifting for wave-like dynamics, this paper uses the gap-tooth scheme to model viscous flow of a layer of fluid at moderate Reynolds number.
The flow of rainwater on the road, windscreen or other draining problems (Chang 1987 (Chang , 1994a , and paint and coating flows (Weinstein & Ruschak 2004, e.g.) are a few examples of fluid film flows. Dynamics of such thin film flows have been studied extensively (Benjamin 1957 , Roberts 1997 , 1998 , Roy et al. 2002 .
The first aim of this article is to construct a two-layer model for such thin film flow as the microscale simulator. The main reason to develop a two-layer model (Section 2) is that it has microscale modes requiring lifting, but without the full complexity of fully resolved vertical structures. However, the two-layer model is itself a novel model for fluid flows at moderate Reynolds number.
Consider a thin fluid flow of depth h(x, t) on an inclined plate with the slope tan θ. Section 2 artificially assumes two layers in the thin fluid flow, which have no distinguishing physical feature, as shown in Figure 1 . From the NavierStokes pdes and the boundary conditions on the free surface and the flat substrate, Section 2.2 uses centre manifold theory (Roberts 1988 , 2013 , Aulbach & Wanner 2000 , Potzsche & Rasmussen 2006 to derive a semi-slow two-layer model in the flow fields of depth h(x, t) and layer mean velocitiesū 1 (x, t) in the lower layer andū 2 (x, t) in the upper layer: nondimensionally the main parts of the model are
for Reynolds number Re, and the plate slope tan θ. The right-hand sides of (1), and the more refined version (17), include the effects of gravitational forcing, bed drag, nonlinear advection, and dispersion. The stability analysis in section 2.4 shows instabilities at high wavenumber: consequently, section 2.4 introduces an asymptotically consistent regularising operator to stabilise the two-layer model. Figure 1 : Diagram of the two-layer modelling of thin film flow. Assume the fluid film flow has two artificial layers, which have no distinguishing physical feature. Each layer has thickness h(x, t)/2 and a mean layer velocity u j (x, z, t) with j = 1 for lower layer and j = 2 for upper layer. The plate has a slope tan θ. Then x and z are the lateral and normal coordinates, and g is gravity.
Section 3 applies the gap-tooth scheme to simulate the fluid film flow with the two-layer model being the microscale simulator. The coupling conditions are extended by the novel proposed lifting of the one-layer mean velocityū(x, t) to the two-layer velocitiesū 1 (x, t) andū 2 (x, t). Comparisons between the gap-tooth simulation and the microscale simulation over the whole domain, Section 4, indicate that the gap-tooth scheme successfully simulates the dynamics of thin fluid flow at moderate Reynolds numbers.
Construct the two-layer microscale simulator
This section describes the derivation of the two-layer model. First, section 2.1 lists the 2D continuity and Navier-Stokes equations of a layer thin fluid flow and the boundary conditions on the free surface and on the plate. Second, section 2.2 embeds these equations in a family of equations with modified surface stress and mid-depth continuity so that an emergent two-layer slow manifold exists. The computer algebra of Appendix A then constructs the two-layer manifold model as summarised in section 2.3.
Governing equations and boundary conditions for two layer thin film flow
Consider a thin fluid flow of depth h(x, t) flowing down an inclined plate with slope tan θ. Denote the coordinate system by x and z along and normal to the plate.
Assume the fluid film flow has two artificial layers, each of thickness h(x, t)/2, which have no distinguishing physical feature, as shown schematically in Figure 1 . Each layer velocity field q j (x, z, t) = (u j , w j ) and pressure field by p j (x, z, t), where j = 1 is for lower layer and j = 2 is for upper layer. We nondimensionalise the system in terms of a typical film thickness H, a typical fluid velocity U := √ gH, the constant density ρ, and the slope angle of the plate θ. Then the Reynolds number Re = HU/ν f with ν f being the viscosity of the fluid. The nondimensional continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for the dynamics of the 2D fluid film flow are then
where the Reynolds number Re characterises the importance of the inertial terms compared to viscous dissipation, and where the vector g = (tan θ, −1) is the nondimensional forcing by gravity. Well-known nondimensional boundary conditions hold on the plate and on the free surface.
• On the plate, prescribing no-slip requires
• On the free surface, the pressure is assumed to be zero and so the stress normal to the surface is zero for zero surface tension (Roberts 1997 (Roberts , 1998 
• The free surface having zero tangential stress results in
• Also on the free surface, the kinematic condition is
• Lastly, on the artificial interface of the two artificial layers, continuity of the physical fields requires
The pdes (2)- (3), together with the boundary conditions (4)-(11) describe the dynamics of fluid film flow on an inclined plate.
Embed to support with centre manifold theory
This section embeds the system of physical equations in a family of artificial problems parametrised by γ. This embedding empowers theoretical support for the two-layer model. First modify the tangential stress surface condition (6) to have an artificial forcing proportional to the net shear in the upper layer velocity: 
When evaluated at parameter γ = 1 , the right-hand side of (12) vanishes and so this artificial boundary condition (12) reduces to the physical tangential stress conditions (6). Also modify the derivative continuity (11) on the interface of the two artificial layers to
When evaluated at γ = 1, this artificial interface condition (13) recovers the originally physical interface condition (11). These are the two modifications of the embedding. The theoretical support is based upon a subspace of equilibria. In the absence of lateral variations, ∂ x = 0 , for parameter γ = 0 , and on a horizontal bed, θ = 0 , the fluid system (2)-(11) modified by equations (12) and (13) has two neutral modes of the layer shear flows (u 1 , u 2 ) ∝ (z, h/2) and (u 1 , u 2 ) ∝ (0, z − h/2). Conservation of fluid provides a third neutral mode in the dynamics. That is, under the assumptions γ = ∂ x = θ = 0, there are three neutral modes, and hence a three dimensional 'slow' subspace of equilibria, corresponding to uniform shear flows on a fluid of any thickness h. In the state space (h, u 1 , u 2 , w 1 , w 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) the slow subspace is
Linearised about any equilibrium in the slow subspace E 0 (together with the small parameters γ = ∂ x = θ = 0), equations (2), (4) and (10) imply the normal velocity components w 1 = w 2 = 0. Then in the linearised system the normal component of the linearised pde (3) with (5) and (8) (9) and (12)- (13) gives a linear system for the lateral velocities u j :
The linearised pde (14a) implies the eigenvalue λ = −k 2 / Re by seeking the eigenvector of the lateral velocities (u 1 , u 2 ) ∝ (0, sin k(h − z)). The boundary condition (14c) imposes the constraint kh/2 = tan kh/2 with solutions kh = 0, 8.986, 15.451, . . . . There exist a corresponding linearly independent generalised eigenvector with lower lateral velocity u 1 = 0. A spectral gap exists between the three zero eigenvalues of the slow subspace E 0 and the non-zero eigenvalues headed by λ ≈ −80.763/(h 2 Re). Given the spectral gap, centre manifold theory for such 'infinite dimensional' systems (Roberts 1988 , 2013 , Aulbach & Wanner 2000 , Potzsche & Rasmussen 2006 supports the existence, emergence and construction of a slow manifold model based upon the slow subspace shear modes. The slow manifold is constructed as a regular perturbation of the slow subspace (Roberts 1988 , Potzsche & Rasmussen 2006 . Importantly, the theory supports the model in a finite domain of the parameters γ, θ and ∂ x . Evaluating the resulting slow manifold model at the physical case of artificial parameter γ = 1 then provides the model for the physical flow dynamics. Table 1 [p.10] shows evidence that the modelling converges at γ = 1 .
A low order model of the two layer flow
Computer algebra (Appendix A) constructs the semi-slow manifold of the two layer thin fluid flow: we call it 'semi-slow' because the model resolves two lateral shear modes, and because we use 'slow' to refer to a model that resolves only the gravest lateral shear mode. The computer algebra program derives the semi-slow model in the flow fields of depth h(x, t), lower layer mean velocityū 1 (x, t) and upper layer mean velocityū 2 (x, t).
The order of errors in the construction is phrased in terms of small parameters. In the theoretical support, the subspace of equilibria are found for θ = ∂ x = γ = 0 and so these are necessarily small parameters of the semi-slow manifold. Small lateral spatial derivative ∂ x corresponds to physical solutions varying slowly in x and in such a context has recently been made a rigorous approximation (Roberts 2013) . Because the theoretical support is based upon the 3D subspace of equilibria parametrised by h,ū 1 andū 2 , the semi-slow model is formally global in h,ū 1 andū 2 . Nonetheless, we typically discard high order terms inū j as being insignificant in practical parameter regimes (Roberts 1998, e.g.) . Thus O(ū
p ) denotes the error terms for some exponent p, which means each term explicitly expressed in the model has in total less than p factors of these four parameters. The bigger the exponent number p, the higher the order of the modelling. The artificial small parameter γ has no physical meaning but is crucial to rigorously establish the semi-slow manifold. However, relatively high orders of the artificial parameter γ are required so that evaluating at γ = 1 is accurate.
Computer algebra in Appendix A derives the physical flow fields of pressures p 1 and p 2 , and layer velocities u 1 and u 2 in terms of the film thickness h, layer mean velocitiesū 1 andū 2 , and scaled local normal coordinate Z = z/h: 
Equations (15) describe the low order shape of the manifold in the state space. Physically, upon setting the parameter γ = 1, these four equations (15) approximately describe the vertical structures of the pressures and layer velocities associated with the terms of depth h(x, t), layer mean velocitiesū j (x, t) and their lateral derivatives. One important feature of this approach is that we do not impose these vertical structures on the flow: instead we systematically solve the governing physical fluid equations to discover the structure functions appropriate for any suitable parameter regime. The computer algebra in Appendix A also determines the evolutions of the depth h(x, y) and layer mean velocitiesū 1 (x, t) andū 2 (x, t) on this semi-slow manifold (15) but now to high order in the parameter γ: tan θ − ∂h ∂x
Equation (16a) is a direct consequence of conservation of fluid. The momentum equations (16b)-(16c) include the effects of viscous drag and dissipationū j /h 2 , and the gravity forcing tan θ − ∂h/∂x. The higher order physical effects of advection and dispersion effects are included in the next equations (17b)-(17c) where we report on the model to errors O(ū . Equations (15a)-(16c) express the semi-slow manifold model in terms of the introduced artificial parameter γ. Every coefficient in these equations is a power series in γ. The partial sums in Table 1 indicate that these coefficient series in γ converges quickly for γ = 1. Thus, when the model is constructed to errors O(γ 7 ), it is apparent that all the shown digits are accurate. Roberts (1997 Roberts ( , 1998 and Roberts et al. (2002) , omitting the intricate details of the derivation and upon setting the artificial parameter γ = 1, the evolution of the depth h(x, t), the lower layer mean velocityū 1 (x, t) and the upper layer mean velocityū 2 (x, t) on the semi-slow manifold are described by the flow conservation equation and by effective lateral momentum equations 
Equation (17a) is a direct consequence of conservation of fluid. The momentum equations (17b)-(17c) include the effects of gravity tan θ − ∂h/∂x, viscous dragū j /h 2 , advectionū j ∂ū i /∂x, dispersion ∂ 2ū j /∂x 2 , and other viscous terms, such as ∂h/∂x∂ū j /∂x. Compared with the one-layer models (Prokopiou et al. 1991a , Roberts 1997 , Ruyer-Quil & Manneville 1998 , the two-layer model (17b)-(17c) ensures more subtle effects and resolves more internal modes. These internal modes are necessary for a more generic microscale simulation in the gap-tooth scheme over that initiated for wave-like systems by Cao & Roberts (2014) .
Eigenanalysis of the microscale model
This section linearly analyses the two-layer model (17). Linear analysis indicates that an unphysical instability appears for high wavenumber. Cao (2014) explored three methods to avoid such instability: only resolving low wavenumbers; adding high order dissipation terms; and introducing a regularising operator. We implemented, recommend and describe the last.
Linear analysis of the two-layer model Consider the modelled fluid film flow with two artificial layers on a flat plate with slope tan θ. The fluid shear flow has an equilibrium with thickness h = 1 , without loss of generality. The model (17), assuming ∂ t = ∂ x = 0, simplifies to
which predicts an equilibrium of layer mean velocities
Impose small perturbations to this equilibrium and seek solutions in the form Figure 2 plots the growth rates λ versus the nondimensional wavenumber k from equation (21) . All the values represented by the blue curve are negative which nicely reflects viscous decay of lateral shear modes. When the nondimensional wavenumber k < 2.5, the values represented by the red curve are negative (viscous decay), and by the green curve are zeros (conservation of fluid). But when the nondimensional wavenumber k > 2.5, the green curve increases to positive which implies that instability arises in the system. This instability is nothing to do with physical instabilities, for example, found by Chen (1993) , who found the instability of the two liquid films down an inclined plate due to the different viscosity at the interface of the two layer flow and on the free surface. Here the instability arises at high wavenumber, a wavelength comparable to the thickness of the fluid, whereas our modelling is accurate for low wavenumber, long length scales.
Consistently avoid the instability We introduce a regularising operator to stabilise the unphysical instability. For the momentum equations (17b)-(17c), consider applying the regularising operator L = 1 − C∂ x (h 2 ∂ x ) to both sides of both pdes. The coefficient C is positive. The reason for using h 2 in the regularising operator L is to be dimensionally consistent which means we can cancel the h −2 in the drag terms in equations (17b)-(17c) and also ensure the regularising operator L is self-adjoint. This regularising operator generates dissipation effects to counteract the positive growth rates. The computer algebra of Appendix A applies the regularising operator to the momentum pdes (17b)-(17c), and gives the pdes, in term of the regularising parameter C, Figure 3 plots the growth rate λ varying with the nondimensional wavenumber k from the characteristic equation (23) for parameter C = 0.5 in the regularising operator L. That there is no positive growth rate demonstrates that no instability occurs, even for the high wavenumber. The decay rates represented by the blue and red curves grow quickly for large wavenumber. Numerical checks indicate that the regularising coefficient C > 0.17 to eliminate the unphysical instabilities. This method is flexible through the wide range of choice of the positive coefficient C Let us focus on one patch, the jth patch. Figure 4 shows the staggered grid for the depth h j,i (blue points) and the layer mean velocitiesū 1 j,i andū 2 j,i (magenta points) at the ith micro-grid point (i = −n , . . . , n for n := (n + 1)/2) on the jth patch. The superscripts correspond to the two mean velocitiesū 1 andū 2 on a patch. Let each of m patches be centred on equi-spaced macroscale grid points x = X j = jD, where D = L/m is the macroscale spacing and L is the length of the whole domain. Each patch has relatively small width l. Assume each patch has a total of n microscale interior grid points, excluding the two edge grid points, so the microscale spatial step d = l/(n + 1). Let each patch around a macroscale grid point X j execute a microscale simulator.
The microscale simulator (22) is a straightforward second order differential equations. Approximate the pdes (22) on the jth patch with centred differences in microscale space of d. shown in Figure 4 . Use Matlab ode15s for continuous time integration. The dominant error comes from the macroscale coupling between patches, not the microscale discretisation (Cao 2014, e.g.) .
Define the mid patch point x j,0 = X j . Let the macroscale value H j = h j (X j , t) for the odd j and U j = (ū 1 j (X j , t) +ū 2 j (X j , t))/2 for even j. The inter-patch coupling uses only these macroscale values.
Coupling conditions on the odd patches
This subsection develops the coupling conditions on the odd patches. The velocity valuesū 1 j,±n andū 2 j,±n at the edges of the odd patches are approximated by interpolation of U j±1 , U j±3 , . . . from neighbouring patches, which is 'lifted' (Kevrekidis & Samaey 2009, e.g.) by requiring that the microscale dynamics lie on the slow manifold.
The dynamics in the interior of each patch is given by the microscale simulator (22). The regularising operator L = 1 − C∂ x (h 2 ∂ x ) of the two layer mean velocitiesū 1 (x, t) andū 2 (x, t) on the odd jth patch requires more details. For the example of n = 5 , Figure 4 , for odd j the two momentum equations (22b) 
where the rhs refers to a finite difference discretisation of the right-hand sides of the two-layer pdes (22), and the superscript = 1, 2 for the lower and upper layer. The regularising operator L has the matrix form, for the example n = 5 case, of
where d is the microscale spacial step. The values ofū j,±n are at the edges of the jth patch. Recall that the macroscale mean velocity U j (t) = (ū 1 j (X j , t)+ū 2 j (X j , t))/2 for the even j are known. Thus, this section completes the set of equations by finding the unknown microscale values ∂ū j,±n /∂t andū j,±n from the known macroscale values U j .
The challenge is to deduce microscale values appropriate to the macroscale structures. E & Engquist (2003 E & Engquist ( ), E et al. (2007 and Malecha et al. (2013) studied a heterogeneous multiscale method (hmm). The hmm contains two main components: an overall macroscale scheme for the macroscale variables and estimating the missing macroscale data by the microscale model. A compression operator Q and a reconstruction operator R are defined to satisfy Qū j = U j , RU j =ū j and QRU j = U j , whereū j is the microscale variable and U j the macroscale variable. Such compression and reconstruction operators combine the microscale and macroscale variables. Kevrekidis et al. (2003) , and Samaey et al. (2009) defined a coarse time-stepper by introducing a lifting operator and a corresponding restriction operator which transform between the microscale and macroscale variables. These works provide the methods to relate the microscale and macroscale.
This section analogously constructs a lifting operator to give the patch edge values ofū j,±n and ∂ū j,±n /∂t in terms of the macroscale mean velocity U j by assuming the system lies on the one-layer slow manifold. Recall that the one-layer mean velocityū(X j , t) = U j = (ū 1 j,0 +ū 2 j,0 )/2. One constraint on the lifting is the coupling conditions (Cao & Roberts 2013, eq. (11) ) that give a linear, cubic or quintic approximation for the one layer mean velocity, such as the quintic
The other requirement is that the patch be on the slow manifold of macroscale waves. The following section 3.3 details the slow manifold of the two-layer model (22b)-(22c) in term of the mean velocityū. For example and for simplicity, truncate the slow manifold decription (32) and (34a)-(34b) to errors O( 2 ) and obtain the values ofū j,±n and ∂ū j,±n /∂t on the odd jth patch as
where as a leading approximation we neglect the derivatives ∂/∂x ≈ 0 in the slow manifold (34). Thus, equations (27a)-(27b) are the coupling conditions on the odd patches.
Coupling conditions on the even patches
This subsection develops the coupling conditions on the patches with even j.
The values h j,±n at the edges of the even patches are approximated from the neighbouring macroscale grid values to give coupling conditions. Simulate on each patch by the discretisation of the microscale pdes (22). The regularising operator L = 1 − C∂ x (h 2 ∂ x ) of the two layer mean velocitiesū 1 (x, t) andū 2 (x, t) on the even jth patch requires more details. For example, we record here details for n = 5 as in Figure 4 ; other n is a direct generalisation. We need to approximate the second spatial derivatives ∂ 2 x in the left-hand and right-hand sides of the (22b)-(22c) at the positions x j,±2 , which requires two virtual grid valuesū j,±4 . We set the valuesū j,±4 =ū j,±2 on the slow manifold. Thus, in Figure 4 , for even j the momentum equations (22b)-(22c) are of the form
where the regularising operator L is discretised in the matrix form 
and where the rhs refers to a discretisation of the right-hand sides of the momentum equations (22b)-(22c), the superscript = 1, 2 for the lower and upper layer, and d is the microscale spatial step.
The regularising operator L and the rhss need the values of h j,±n . Coupling conditions approximate the values of h j,±n by interpolating the neighbouring macroscale values of H j±1 , H j±2 , . . .. The coupling conditions (Cao & Roberts 2013, eq. (11) ) give a linear, cubic or quintic interpolation, such as the quintic
where r is the ratio of between the macroscale step and half of the width of a patch. Thus the interpolation (30), together with equations (27a)-(27b), couple the patches together over the macroscale domain.
The low order model of one layer flow
This section derives a slow manifold of the two-layer model (22b)-(22c) in terms of the mean velocityū. This slow manifold is used by sections 3.1-3.2 in order to lift the macroscale information to the microscale simulation on patches. A fluid film model expressed in terms of the dynamics of both the fluid layer thickness and an overall lateral velocity (or momentum flux) is needed to resolve wave-like dynamics in many situations (Roberts & Li 2006) : falling films (Nguyen & Balakotaiah 2000 , Chang 1994b ; wave transitions (Chang et al. 2002) to solitary waves (Ruyer-Quil & Manneville 2000); higher Reynolds number flows (Prokopiou et al. 1991b, Eqn.(19) ); in rising film flow and a slot coater (Kheshgi 1989, Eqn.(37) ); rivulets under a sloping cylinder (Alekseenko et al. 1996) . A slow manifold model of our two layer model corresponds to these earlier models of the fluid dynamics.
Indeed our construction here generates a slow manifold, one-layer model of the fluid dynamics which is the same as that of Roberts (1997) (to the order of error of the analysis). The distinction is that here it is derived from the two-layer model, rather than the original fluid equations: this transitivity of modelling additionally validates the modelling process. For simplicity, we base the analysis upon a symmetric linear operator with slow eigenspace where the two layer velocities are in the ratio 1 : 2. To derive the slow manifold of the two-layer model, we embed the physical model (22b)-(22c) into a family of artificial problems by using another artificial parameter γ ,
where rhs (17b) and rhs (17c) are the right-hand sides of the pdes (17b)-(17c). The variable Eu denotes an artificial Euler parameter used to enhance convergence (van Dyke 1964 (van Dyke , 1984 : computational experiments indicate that Eu = 9/2 delivers good convergence in the artificial parameter γ . When the parameter γ = 1, the pdes (31) recover the original pdes (17b)-(17c). When the artificial parameter γ = 0, the linear operator in the pdes (31) 
Equations (32) are expressed in terms of the single layer depth-averaged velocityū(x, t) and the water depth h(x, t).
On the slow manifold (32), conservation of mass requires
The computer algebra in Appendix A differentiates equations (32) 
Equations (34) 
This pde (35) has the same terms as the low order model of Roberts (1997) [eq. (11)]. The coefficients of these terms are the same to a relative error of less than 2.2%. This agreement partially verifies that the two-layer model is a reasonable model of the fluid film flow.
Numerical gap-tooth simulations of the two layer thin fluid flow
This section explores the numerical gap-tooth simulation with the two-layer microscale simulator (22) and the patch coupling conditions (30) and (26)- (27). Numerical eigenvalues and simulations show that the gap-tooth scheme reasonably simulates the macroscopic dynamics of the fluid film flow. Consider the thin fluid flow on a horizontal plate: that is, the mean slope tan θ = 0 . Distribute m patches in the macroscale domain of length L = mπ, so the distance between the neighbouring patches is D = L/m = π. Divide each patch into n + 1 equal microscale intervals by n + 2 grid points, then the distance between neighbouring microscale points is d = 2rD/(n + 1), where r is the ratio between the half-width of each patch and the macroscale inter-patch distance D. We approximate the spatial derivatives in the right-hand side of the two-layer pdes (22) by centred differences on the staggered microscale grids. Figure 5 plots the growth rate λ versus the frequency λ in the gap-tooth simulation of the thin fluid flow. There are m = 10 patches and n = 9 microscale grids on a patch. The plate has a length L = mπ ≈ 31.4, so the distance between the neighbouring patches is D = L/m = 3.14. The ratio r = 1/6, so the microscale step on a patch is d = 2rD/(n + 1) ≈ 0.17. The Reynolds number Re = 15 and the coefficient in the regularising operator L is C = 0.5. The negative growth rates imply the waves decay in time.
There are 90 pairs of eigenvalues for the system:
• the eigenvalues with large decay rates ( λ < −1) and zero imaginary parts predominantly represent the viscous decay of the lateral shear modes;
• the eigenvalues with large decay rates ( λ < −1) but with large imaginary parts (| λ| > 2) correspond to microscale waves within each patch; and
• the eigenvalues with small growth rates (| λ| < 0.2) in the red rectangle, zoomed in by Figure 6 , represent the interesting macroscale wave-like dynamics. This set of ten eigenvalues includes two groups of four eigenvalues The pattern of eigenvalues seen in Figure 5 is typical over a wide range of parameters. It shows the emergence of the macroscale wave modes from among the fast microscale modes within each patch. Simulations confirm the nonlinear dynamics of the gap-tooth scheme are appropriate. Figure 7 plots and compares the free surface of the thin film flow in a gap-tooth simulation and in the microscale simulation over the whole domain. Time integration invoked the Matlab ode15s function. There are m = 10 patches and n = 9 microscale grids on a patch. The t = 0 graph shows that initially impose a perturbation 0.2 sin(2π/Lx) with small random noises to the equilibrium of fluid thickness one and initial layer mean velocitiesū 1 = 0 andū 2 = 0.2, so the mean layer velocityū = (ū 1 +ū 2 )/2 = 0.1. The t = 2 to t = 10 graphs show that the microscale modes on a patch smooth quickly and the macroscale waves propagate and slowly decay, which agrees with the large decay rates of the microscale waves and small decay rates of the macroscale modes in Figure 5 . Further numerical simulation shows that the macroscale waves decay to the equilibrium of thickness one after time t ≈ 30 for the Reynolds number Re = 15. When the Reynolds number Re becomes smaller, the macroscale waves decay faster to the equilibrium due to the stronger viscous effects. Figure 7 shows that the gap-tooth simulation agrees with the microscale simulation over the whole domain. The likely reason for the differences in t = 10 graph is that the gap-tooth simulation near the water bore involves the error O(D 2 ) for the macroscale step D = L/m ≈ 3.14, while the microscale simulation on the whole macroscale domain involves the error O(d 2 ) for the microscale step d = 2rD/(n + 1) = 0.13 : the ratio of these errors is O D 2 /d 2 ≈ 500 showing the macroscale simulation is limited largely by the interpolation between patches. As the number of patches increases, the error O(D 2 ) declines, and the gap-tooth simulation performs better. We show just m = 10 patches here for clarity. Figure 8 plots the corresponded layer mean velocitiesū 1 (blue) andū 2 (red) in the gap-tooth simulation and in the microscale simulation on the whole domain.
Conclusion
This work applies the gap-tooth scheme to the thin fluid flow with a derived novel two-layer model (22) being the microscale simulator. The two-layer model (22) provides more microscale modes, but without the full complexity of fully resolved vertical structures. Based on centre manifold theory, section 2-2.4 derive the two-layer model (22) from the continuity and modified Navier-Stokes equations. The model (22) includes the effects of gravity, drag, advection and dispersion. The slow manifold of the two-layer model agrees with the one-layer model of thin film flow by Roberts (1997) . Eigenvalues analysis in section 2.4 indicates unphysical instability appear, but a consistent regularising operator L stabilises the model.
Then we simulate the thin fluid flow by new adaptations of the gap-tooth scheme with the two-layer model (22) being the microscale simulator. Section 3.3 algebraically derives the slow manifold of the two-layer model (22) in order to lift the macroscale information to the microscale simulation on patches. Then coupling conditions (30) and (27a)-(27b) are developed to couple the patches. Numerical eigenvalues in Figure 5 -6 show that the macroscale modes decay slowly over the whole domain, while the microscale modes oscillate fast and decay quickly to quasi-equilibrium quickly. Non-zero frequencies λ in Figure 6 indicate waves are supported on the free surface over the whole domain. Numerical simulations in Figure 7 -8 show that the gap-tooth scheme with the two-layer model (22) being microscale simulator work well enough for the thin film flow. Future work is planned to build on this base in order to apply the gap-tooth scheme to the complicated microscale physics of turbulent, possibly ice covered, water waves, with the aim of empowering effective computation over very large lateral scales.
A Ancillary computer algebra program
This appendix lists the computer algebra to derive a two-layer model of the viscous layer of fluid. Denote fluid thickness h(x, t) by h, layer mean velocitiesū j (x, t) by uuj for the lower layer j = 1 and upper layer j = 2, and their evolution ∂h/∂t = gh and ∂ū j /∂t = guj. The Reynolds number is re, and the coefficients of lateral and normal gravitational forcing are grx and grz:=1. 
